This 4-day course will train instructors to teach the basics of High Threat CQB methodology to entry-level armed professionals working alone or in a small team of up to four members. The focus is on clearing structures in deliberate to dynamic situations that involve routine, suddenly high threat, or spontaneous rescue operations. The course is generally focused on the patrol-level officer, but it is also a great intro for tactical team members.

88 Tactical’s High Threat CQB curriculum is a paradigm shift in tactics based heavily on human behavior in actual high-stress encounters. It takes what has been visually recorded in real life CQB engagements and develops tactics, techniques and procedures that allow operators to fight an opponent without having to fight their own instincts and intuitions. The hybrid American-Israeli CQB system combines both limited penetration and situation-based aggressive entry and maneuver.

**OVERVIEW**

88 Tactical’s High Threat CQB curriculum is a paradigm shift in tactics based heavily on human behavior in actual high-stress encounters. It takes what has been visually recorded in real life CQB engagements and develops tactics, techniques and procedures that allow operators to fight an opponent without having to fight their own instincts and intuitions. The hybrid American-Israeli CQB system combines both limited penetration and situation-based aggressive entry and maneuver.

**REGISTRATION**
Contact Kurt Sorys
ksorys@88tactical.com

**COST**
$625

**WHEN**
July 8-11, 2019
8am - 5pm Daily

**WHERE**
Lacey Police Department
420 College Street SE.
Lacey, WA 98503
TOPICS COVERED

• Behavior-based fighting concepts in CQB environments
• Tactical geometry, cornering and room entry
• Fighting from and offensive and defensive advantage
• Variable speed tactics - from deliberate to rescue speed
• Weapons flow, avoiding friendly fire and “earning the shot”
• Bailing out, man down and other immediate action drills
• Force-on-force drills and mini-scenarios
• Video review and teach-backs
• Basic instructional methodology

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

• 200 rounds of force-on-force rifle ammunition and/or 200 rounds of force-on-force handgun ammunition.
• UTM/Simunition/Force on Force Brand (High quality airsoft weapons may be used as well) for rifle.
• Weapon mounted lights are strongly recommended, otherwise a handheld flashlight.
• Appropriate slings, holster, belt, vest, knee pads, other equipment suitable for CQB training or duty wear.
• Dry fire safety devices for rifle/pistol (chamber flags, barrels blockers, etc.)
• Clear eye protection
• Protective gear appropriate for force on force training
• Pistol and/or Carbine marking cartridge weapons or conversion kits
• Notebook and pen

Questions? Contact Aaron Guzman at aguzman@88tactical.com or 507-884-5193.